SS17

What makes
us different

Touch me
Our fabrics have the ‘feel me factor’. They’re so super soft and
comfortable, they feel like you’re being hugged by someone really
rather wonderful. Once you’ve felt them on your skin there’s no going
back to chemical-laden, synthetic fabrics.

Always natural & organic
Our activewear is made with the best quality organic cotton and
bamboo, which are chemical free and sustainable. They allow your skin
to breathe naturally and don’t stretch, fade or bobble. Oh – and don’t
forget the natural softness.

Activewear with a conscience
Asquith is based in Notting Hill, London and our activewear is made in
our wonderful factory in sunny southern Turkey, where employees work
9-5, have paid holidays, a brilliant canteen (with home grown organic
veg from their terrace) and are very happy. We never compromise
people or the planet for profit.

Street to studio
Established way back in 2002, we’re the original British yoga brand that
designs activewear to live in. Our collections enhance your yoga and
Pilates practice but are classic and elegant enough to wear as part of
your everyday wardrobe and on all your adventures.
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Our natural fabrics
You are what you wear
You often hear the phrase ‘you are what you eat’ but what about ‘you
are what you wear’? Whilst we may choose to reduce our exposure to
nasty pesticides by purchasing organic food, we often overlook that
the skin is our largest organ and whatever touches it can be absorbed
through our pores and into our blood stream.
That’s why our fabrics are chemical-free and Oeko-Tex certified, which
means they have a low carbon footprint and biodegradable fibres.

Bamboo
Bamboo is a fast growing and environmentally low-impact fabric. It’s
ideal for activewear as it’s naturally breathable, wicks away sweat and
is anti-bacterial — unlike synthetic fabrics. It feels extremely soft to the
touch and moulds to the body for unrivalled comfort.

Organic Cotton
A breathable, durable fabric that keeps it shape and doesn’t fade,
bobble or stretch. Our cotton is GOTS certified organic — ethically
grown and responsibly manufactured.
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SS17 Inspiration
Alice Asquith, our Founder and Creative Director, spent many happy
summers in Cornwall, relishing rainy picnics on the beach under her
brolly — a quintessential British holiday!
One of her childhood friends, artist Jo Ashby, painted a landscape of
southern Cornwall for her graduation show, that Alice always loved,
which hangs above her fireplace in her home in Notting Hill.
The beautiful colours depicted in the painting inspired our SS17
Collection. The rugged shorelines, interpretation of the sea and beauty
of Cornwall is reflected in the blues, creams, stone and tonal pinks.
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From street

to studio
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Karma Capri

Smooth You Leggings

LEGGINGS

Yoga Denim

Live Fast Pants

Flow With It Leggings

Om Leggings
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Flow With It Leggings

Conquer Cami

Balance Bra Top

Live Fast Halterneck

HERRINGBONE PRINT

Live Fast Boatneck

Karma Capri
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Live Fast Halter Neck

Go To Vest

Warrior Racer

Balance Bra Top

VEST TOPS

Conquer Cami

Live Fast Boatneck

Diamond Vest
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Freedom Tee

Smooth You Tee

SHORT SLEEVE TOPS
Be Grace Batwing
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Twist Front Cardi

Scarf

Boogie Tee

Zip It Sweatshirt

COVER-UPS
Blissful Wrap
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Heavenly Harem Pants

Hero Tie Pants

Long Harem Pants

Straight To It Pants

Go Easy Pants

Straight Leg Track Pants

PANTS
Jumpsuit
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Bamboo / Organic Cotton Blend

Diamond Vest

Live Fast Boatneck

ASQ/S7/93
XS

S

M

L

ASQ/S7/15
XL

Fitted vest, with a built-in
support bra, made with the
softest bamboo and organic
cotton blend. The front and
back feature a pretty scoop
design and the longer length
covers hips and gives good
coverage — whether inverted
or extended. With a flattering
and shaping diamond detail at
the waist.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Sky Blue Body /
Denim Diamond

XS

S

M

L

XL

Live Fast Halter Neck

ASQ/S7/98
XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted top with a high neckline,
support bra and extra long
length, so you feel comfortable
in any yoga or Pilates position.
With contrast piping and side
panels to enhance and flatter
your shape. Made from the
best quality organic cotton and
bamboo blend fabric.

This halter neck top is designed
to fit like a second skin, with a
fitted shelf bra & removable
foam pads for additional
support. Incredibly flattering
for backs and shoulders and
very comfortable as the natural
fabric allows your skin to
breathe.

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Herringbone /
Jet Black Piping

Herringbone

Balance Bra Top
ASQ/S7/84
XS

S

M

L

XL

We wanted to create a bra
that offered superior support
versus our built-in bra tops.
The Balance Bra Top can be
worn alone as a sports bra or
layered underneath our vests.
Made with our unique blend of
bamboo and organic cotton,
with a contrast binding and
cool racer back — this is an
activewear essential.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Conquer Cami

Karma Capri

ASQ/S7/61
XS

S

M

L

ASQ/S7/92
XL

Fitted cami with elegant,
double crossover contrast
colour shoulder straps at the
back and a medium support
built-in bra. The long body and
smooth fit ensures it stays in
place during yoga and Pilates
practice. A perfect activewear
piece for wearing in the gym
and everyday.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted leggings with a soft
elastic waistband, made with
the best quality organic cotton/
bamboo blend. With contrast
colour side piping detail.
Easy-to-wear, comfortable and
100% opaque, they are great
for yoga, Pilates, a workout or
everyday.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Herringbone / Jet Black

Jet Black / Herringbone

Herringbone /
Jet Black Piping

Raspberry / Rose

Denim / Navy

Denim

Rose

Sky Blue / Denim

Herringbone / Jet Black

Ivory

Denim

Ivory

Ivory

Navy

Pages
18, 21, 24, 25

Pages
1, 19, 20, 24, 25

Raspberry
Rose
Ivory

Rose Body /
Raspberry Diamond

Pages
16, 25

Pages
8, 9, 13, 21, 24, 25

Pages
10, 11, 14, 24, 25

Pages
21, 22, 23, 24
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Bamboo / Organic Cotton Blend

Live Fast Pants

Om Leggings

ASQ/S7/30
XS

S

M

L

Bamboo

Flow With It Leggings

ASQ/S7/97
XL

These flattering slim legged,
fitted pants are made with
the softest organic cotton and
bamboo blend and are perfect
for yoga, Pilates or a workout.
The elasticated, double
depth waistband makes them
extremely comfortable and
secure. The hip and side seam
details have been designed to
flatter all figures and shape
your bottom.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

ASQ/S7/112 & ASQ/S7/110
XL

Fit meets function with these
flattering leggings. The gentle
fold-over waist holds you in
without restricting movement.
The back seam detail and flat
sewn seam shaping ensures
these fully opaque leggings
are extremely comfortable and
fit you perfectly. Destined to
become your favourite leggings
for yoga and Pilates.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

XL

Go To Vest
XS

S

M

L

XL

Slim fitting bamboo vest with a
softly rounded neckline and 1cm
binding at neckline and arm.
This longer length top covers
hips and cleavage is perfect for
layering your activewear with,
or wearing under a jacket or
cardigan everyday. A perfect
layering piece.

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

XL

Our bestselling top. Gently
shaped batwing sleeve tee
in super soft drapey bamboo
fabric. It is fitted at the hip to
stay in place during yoga or
Pilates practice but also looks
great worn as part of your
everyday wardrobe. It has been
updated this season with a
flattering contrast trim back
and front. An easy to wear
piece and particularly great if
you want to cover your tummy.

Stone
Jet Black / Herringbone
Sky Blue

Jet Black

Denim / Navy

Ivory

Herringbone / Jet Black

Navy

Navy

Navy

Navy

Pages
4, 20, 23

ASQ/S7/100

Flattering, fitted leggings with
a soft elastic waistband and
contrast colour side piping
detail. Made with the best
quality organic cotton. Easy to
wear, comfortable and 100%
opaque, they are great for
yoga, Pilates, a workout, or
everyday.

Jet Black

Pages
3, 23

Be Grace Batwing

ASQ/S7/35

Pages
14, 16, 21, 23, 24

Pages
12, 13, 20, 25

Smooth You Tee

ASQ/S7/101
XS

S

M

L

XL

Easy-to-wear top made with
the softest bamboo fabric.
Featuring an elegant back
dart detail, short sleeves to
cover tops of arms and a wide
waistband to wear at hip length
— perfect to keep the top in
place during practice or to
wear every day.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Sky Blue

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Pale Grey Marl

Ivory Top / Stone

Ivory

Denim Top / Sky Blue

Rose

Pages
4, 12, 26, 34

Pages
3, 22, 26
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Bamboo

Twist Front Cardi

ASQ/S7/01
One size only

Elegant, drapey, twist front
cardigan in soft bamboo
jersey. Wear it four ways for
a different look: twisted high
or low, over your shoulder, or
with the twist at the back to
create a flowing cardigan. An
essential layering piece that
flatters everyone.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Freedom Tee

Blissful Wrap

ASQ/S7/86
XS

S

M

L

Heavenly Harem Pants

ASQ/S7/06
XL

Easy-to-wear top made with the
softest bamboo fabric. Featuring
a front & back seam detailing,
short sleeves to cover arms
and a flattering V neckline. It
is hip length, so stays in place
during practice.Great worn over
leggings or jeans too.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Pale Grey Marl

XS

S

M

L

ASQ/S7/27

XL

An Asquith classic and a firm
bestseller, now back in our
softest bamboo jersey fabric.
A versatile, flattering and
comfortable wrap-around
cardigan that offers three great
looks: tied at the front, loose
at the sides or tied around
the back. The soft V neckline
and cleverly cut panels are
flattering at the neckline and
provide good coverage, whilst
allowing for great movement.

XS

S

M

Navy

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XL

Our bestselling pants. Relaxed
fit, 7/8 length harem pants
in soft bamboo jersey. Deep
elasticated cuffs that stay in
place during yoga practice. A
flattering cut, (which conceals
a multitude of sins!) with
gathering detail and pockets.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Pale Grey Marl

Pale Grey Marl
Navy

L

Hero Tie Pants

Smooth You Leggings

ASQ/S7/09
XS

S

M

L

ASQ/S7/25
XL

Super soft, drapey bamboo
jersey trousers. Perfect
antidote for tricky leg length
issues as they have side ties at
the hem in self fabric, meaning
they can be worn tied up at the
knee or tied at the ankle, so
whatever your leg length, they
fit. The soft elastic at the waist
gently hold you in and provide
added comfort.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Navy

XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted, full-length leggings
with integrated fold-over skirt
to cover your bottom and
provide extra coverage. Made
with comfortable, breathable
bamboo that has excellent
stretch capabilities, making
them a perfect dynamic pant.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Black / Pale Grey Marl
Pale Grey Marl

Pale Grey Marl
Navy

Stone

Navy

Rose
Navy
Pages
6, 27

Pages
22, 26

Pages
11, 19, 27

Pages
18, 28

Pages
20, 28

Pages
6, 13, 22, 23
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Bamboo

Straight To It Pants
ASQ/S7/102
XS

S

M

L

XL

Relaxed pants with a flattering
tapered leg shape and side
pockets. Crafted from drapey
bamboo jersey, they make a
perfect addition to your yoga
and everyday wardrobe. The
elasticated waistband means
they are designed to stay in
place during your practice.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Go Easy Pants

Long Harem Pants

ASQ/S7/14
XS

S

M

L

ASQ/S7/74
XL

Relaxed fit pants made with
the softest bamboo jersey.
With a supportive deep roll
down waistband long enough
to cover your bottom, they’re
the ultimate in comfort, as well
as being supremely flattering.
For yoga, Pilates, lounging
and travel — where them
everywhere.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Pale Grey Marl

XS

S

M

L

XL

A longer version of our
bestselling Harem pants.
Relaxed fit, full-length pants
made with the softest bamboo
jersey. With deep elasticated
ruched cuffs that stay in
place during yoga and Pilates
practice. Flattering cut, (which
conceals a multitude of sins!)
with gathering detail and side
pockets. A wardrobe essential.

Scarf

ASQ/S7/89
One size only

Large scarf with contrasting
central piping. Made with the
softest bamboo fabric so also
great for snuggling under on
your travels, or as a Savasana
blanket. Measures 110cm x
220cm.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Pale Grey & Ivory / Stone

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Navy & Sky Blue

Jumpsuit

ASQ/S7/99
XS

S

M

L

XL

Made in the softest, sweatwicking bamboo jersey, this
versatile Jumpsuit will take you
from your yoga mat, into the
sunshine and onto a restaurant.
Relaxed fit with a figureflattering ruched waistline, soft
elastic at the bust to provide
support and detachable
shoulder straps.

Jet Black
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Navy
Ivory
Stone
Navy

Jet Black
Ivory
Navy
Pale Grey Marl

Pages
10, 11, 28

Pages
1, 19, 28

Pages
21, 28

Pages
6, 17, 27

Pages
15, 17, 28
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Cotton Slub Jersey

Boogie Tee

Warrior Racer

ASQ/S7/96
XS

S

M

Organic Cotton

Zip It Sweatshirt

ASQ/S7/41

L

XL

XS

S

M

L

ASQ/S7/94

XL

Easy fitting vest in soft,
textured organic cotton slub
jersey with contrast neckline
and hem stitching detail. This
loose, 3/4 sleeve top is perfect
for layering over vests for your
yoga and Pilates class or wear
with jeans.

Easy fitting vest in soft textured
organic cotton slub jersey with
contrast neckline and hem
stitching detail. This loose fit,
racer back top is perfect for
layering over our Conquer
Cami or colour-popping
Balance Bra Top.

100% Organic Cotton Slub
Jersey
Machine wash 30°C

100% Organic Cotton Slub
Jersey
Machine wash 30°C

Rose / Raspberry Stitching

Rose / Raspberry Stitching

Ice Blue / Denim Stitching

Ice Blue / Denim Stitching

XS

S

M

L

XL

Straight Leg Track Pants
ASQ/S7/91
XS

S

M

L

XL

Loose fit sweatshirt with ribbed
neckline, hem and cuffs and
a long silver side zip. Unzip
the sides to show your top
underneath and cool down.
Cosy, soft and slouchy — a
great piece to throw on after a
studio session or wearing out
for coffee.

Easy fitting, straight-leg, track
pants in super soft, American
fleece. Featuring a flattering
rib waist and elastic, drawer
cord tie and front and back
pocket detail. Extremely
comfortable, they are perfect
for yoga and Pilates, or for
wearing everyday.

100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Loop Back Fleece
Machine wash 30°C

100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Loop Back Fleece
Machine wash 30°C

Pale Grey Fleece

Pale Grey Fleece

Yoga Denim
ASQ/SS/63
XS

S

M

L

XL

Our Yoga Denim pants have
a jean look but the two-way
stretch in our soft jersey fabric
adds exceptional flexibility
and comfort allowing them to
be worn for yoga and Pilates.
A higher rise and back pocket
detail ensures they are very
flattering on. An activewear
essential, fit like a second skin
and takes you seamlessly from
your yoga or Pilates class to
your everyday life.
95% Organic Cotton, 5%
Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Denim

Pages
5, 7, 27

Pages
5, 18, 25

Pages
14, 27

Pages
8, 9, 28

Pages
5, 23
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+ 44 (0) 207 792 9414

contact@asquithlondon.com

www.asquithlondon.com

